ADDENDUM
PURCHASING OFFICE
CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS

Solicitation: IFB 1100 JMF0107
Addendum No: 1
Date of Addendum: April 6, 2018

This addendum is to incorporate the following changes to the above referenced solicitation:

I. **Changes:** Approved manufacturers part number changes to Section 0600 – Bid Sheet

   I.1 Line 3 – BURNDY PN: **LYS34P4 LYBASEH**

   I.2 Line 14 – BURNDY PN: **WL-5 ZM12-15**

   I.3 Line 21 – COOPER POWER PN: **COOPER-Power ISB215**

   I.4 Line 38 – COOPER POWER PN: **BT6535G+3C1T BLRT6516**

II. **ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN THE SAME.**

APPROVED BY:

[Signature]
Julia Finn, Procurement Specialist II
Purchasing Office, 512-322-6060

4/6/18
Date

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:

[Signature]
Authorized Signature

RETURN ONE COPY OF THIS ADDENDUM TO THE PURCHASING OFFICE, CITY OF AUSTIN, WITH YOUR RESPONSE OR PRIOR TO THE SOLICITATION CLOSING DATE. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY CONSTITUTE GROUNDS FOR REJECTION.